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knowledge questions

What is myOmron?
myOmron is an after sales service & support platform designed to bring you the knowledge you need. 
It is built using the knowledge from our experts in Industrial Automation and constantly growing as 
we develop. As Omron we want to help you, our customers, build the best machine control solutions 
possible - our expertise and experience can help you achieve this.
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Our expertise - your questions 
Across Europe we have specialists in many different 

aspects of automation. Submit a question on myOmron 
to experience the power of Omron Europe! 

Email Integration 
To keep you fully informed, the system is fully integrated 
with email. Notifications will be sent automatically so you 
can relax whilst we do the thinking! 

Integrated with myKnowledge 
Prior to posting the question, myOmron will search and show you 
articles that match the question. If you still cannot find the answer 

just click submit - it might become tomorrows article! 

Knowledge that fits your need 
Articles across the complete spectrum of Industrial Automation. 

What ever after sales support you are looking for, you can find it 
at myOmron.com.

Translate articles into any language 
With a click of button any article is automatically translated 

with google translate to almost any language!
 

Search & Find 
Find what you need in a matter of seconds or use the 

advanced search to narrow your results to a specific 
product type and/or article type.

myKnowledge is a fantastic pan-european resource 
full of support materials such as FAQs, technical notes, 

white papers, examples, and much more. Based on years 
of experience from our engineers, its designed to help you 

develop your Omron solution. 

myKnowledge is continually growing - fed directly from 
the support we provide to you, our customers.

With a team of myOmron engineers right across Europe
 you can be sure that your questions will be answered! 

Registered users can take full advantage of myQuestions if 
they can’t find the answer in myKnowledge. Entering a question 
gives the possibility for engineers anywhere in Omron to give 
you support & advice. 

Register now at www.myOmron.com to feel the 
benefit of working with Omron Europe.
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